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Volatilisation

Understanding losses from a foliar surface
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Why is pesticide volatility so important?

● Environmental fate (loss and persistence)
● Registrability
● Activity (vapour activity and volatility as a benefit)

Powdery mildew on FruitVapour activity on Aphids Environmental fate 
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Volatilisation

Photodegradation

Understanding losses from a foliar surface
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Why is pesticide photodegradation important?

● Activity (photodegradation is one of 
most destructive post-application 
pathways)

● Environmental fate (product and 
persistence)

● Marketability
● Registrability

Pesticide sprayed on leaf surface
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In lab test for volatility and photodegradation

Suntest

Wind Tunnel

Photodegradation

Volatilisation
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Testing for photodegradation - Suntest

● Atlas XLS+ Suntest
● UV-filtered xenon lamp
● Mimics sunlight intensity & spectrum
● Irradiance set to 750W/m2

● Thermostated baseplate (circulating water 
@ 15ºC → baseplate ≈ 20 ± 3ºC)
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Test for volatility- The Wind Tunnel

● Very sample-efficient means of 
estimating vapour pressure 
(typically <100µg)]

● Studies are normally run at 40C 
with a standard wind speed of 
1m/s (no control of the R.H.)
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Photodegradation and volatility test – glass as substrate

Pros:
● Good proxy for foliar surface
● Uniform, clean substrate to use for the 

tests
● High-throughput test
● Worst case scenario
● Indicative but imperfect

Limitations:
● Different polarity and morphology between 

glass and leaves–> differences in  
redistribution mechanism and deposit 
shape?
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SEM images of leaf and glass surfaces

Glass
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Volatilisation
Photodegradation

Vapour Phase 
Redistribution

Surface redistribution mechanisms
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Different deposit – effect on photodegradation and volatility

Crystalline                          Amorphous

The larger the deposit area, the faster 
the compound volatilises.

A highly crystalline deposit 
→ strong intermolecular interactions
→ less prone to volatilise (true for 
small organic molecules)

Crystalline                          Amorphous

A highly crystalline deposit 
→ increased 

reflection/refraction/diffraction of 
incident radiation

→ less absorption of energy
→ reduced photodegradation

→ strong intermolecular interactions
→ less photo-induced mechanisms 

available
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Photodegradation and volatility test – glass as substrate

Limitations:
● Different polarity and morphology between 

glass and leaves–> differences in deposit? 
Differences in volatility and photostability?

● Glass is an impermeable substrate: it does 
not take into account biological 
interactions that can influence transfer 
and movement of pesticides

Pros:
● Good proxy for foliar surface;
● Quite smooth and clean substrate to use 

for the tests
● High-throughput test
● Worst case scenario
● Indication for the photostability or volatility
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Volatilisation

Photodegradation

Vapour Phase 
Redistribution

Wax Penetration Leaf Uptake 
(translaminar or 

systemic movement)

Surface
Redistribution

Lab tests can highlight photochemical 
instability or a post-deposition volatilization 

but they do not guarantee this is likely to 
translate to be a problem in the field

Inside 
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Better 
understanding of 

the compound 
behaviour in the 

field

A better 
representation of 

the natural 
substrate

Representation of 
the worst case 

scenario

Focus on 
photodegradation
or volatilisation 

processes

Photodegradation and volatility – alternative substrates

On glass On leaves
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Methodology – leaf as substrate
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Volatility Study – Glass vs Leaf

= The T50 values (time for loss of first 50%
of the deposit) are very similar between
the two substrates and the loss curves
are almost superimposable.

≠ The T0 (time-zero) recoveries from leaf
surfaces indicate possible significant
partitioning of the AI into leaf wax.

LIPOPHILIC VOLATILE HERBICIDE

T50

Formulation type: EC(800)
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Outdoor Photostability Study – Glass vs Leaf

LIPOPHILIC PHOTOUNSTABLE INSECTICIDE

Important information for semi-field trial!

≠ Photostability. Why?
≠ deposit crystallinity and/or
≠ wax partitioning → reduced O2 exposure

Formulation type: SC(500)
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Profiling Uptake and Distribution

● Limitation of the first two studies: only 
surface wash analysis

● Partial indication of mobility/distribution 
profile – limited to the surface

In order to have an understanding of the AI 
partitioning within the leaf
● penetration through the waxy cuticle
● uptake into the leaf and potential 

translaminar movement

Introduction of the wax wash 
and extract analysis
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LIPOPHILIC INSECTICIDE

Suntest Photostability Study on leaf substrate

Formulation type: EC(050)

T50 on glass: 2.2 hours
T50 (total) on leaves: 3.2 hours
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MODERATE LIPOPHILIC FUNGICIDE

Suntest Photostability Study on Foliar substrate

Formulation type: SC(100)
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POLAR HERBICIDE

Suntest Photostability Study on Foliar substrate

T50 on glass: 13mins
T50 (total) on leaves: 59mins

Formulation type: SL(100)
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Conclusions

● Simple platform that improves our ability to determine interplay between 
abiotic loss processes and foliar uptake;

● Additional information for interpretation of biological efficacy data;
● Excised cabbage leaves are used as a model system -> extension into 

different species;
● Help in the design of new AIs.

● Need to improve the viability of leaf discs in the Suntest
● Use of entire leaves for mobile compounds

New developments
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Synopsis



Declining numbers of drug launches

Leeson & Springthorpe, NRDD 6, 881-890 (2007)



High Risk Process: 
11-15 Years, $800M+

Preclinical 
Pharmacology

Preclinical Safety

Millions of
Compounds Screened

Idea Drug11 - 15 Years

1 - 2 
Products

Discovery Exploratory Development Full Development

Phase I Phase II Phase III

0 155 10

Clinical Pharmacology
& Safety

~100 Discovery Approaches

From Lamattina, Pfizer www.wpi.edu/News/Conf/Molecular/Presentations/lamattina.ppt

First into humans

Now ~ $2500M



Attrition

Kola & Landis, NRDD 3, 711-5 (2004)



Issues of attrition

• Gross PK/PD less of an issue in last decade 
• Now mostly due to (i) lack of efficacy, (ii) toxicity
• Both problems are underpinned by the fact that 

drugs are typically first developed on the basis of 
isolated molecular assays before being tested in 
the intact system

• These failures turn drug discovery – if it was not 
already – into a problem of systems biology



Nature Rev Drug Disc 7, 205-220 
(March 2008)



How drugs can cross cellular 
membranes

By free diffusion or 
carrier-mediated?

Note that in real biological membranes there is little or no unperturbed bilayer:
Dupuy AD, Engelman DM: Protein area occupancy at the center of the red 
blood cell membrane. Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A 2008; 105:2848-2852.



Singer & Nicolson, Science 1972

Protein:lipid ~1:10



Atorvastatin/Lipitor
MW 558.64

OATP1B1
SLCO1B1

A typical biomembrane drawn to scale

Protein:lipid ~3:1

Antje Kell



Membrane with aquaporin

http://www3.mpibpc.mpg.de/groups/de_groot/gallery/aqp1_snapshot.jpg

No water
crossing via
phospho-
lipids



Two views

11, 1727-1738 (2014)

5, 231 (2014) (32pp)

Phospholipid Bilayer 
diffusion Is Negligible (PBIN)



Position statement (≡ hypothesis)
• There is in fact no actual evidence (evidence = data

plus correct theory and interpretation) that any
significant drug permeability goes via undisturbed
lipid bilayers in real (and undamaged) biological
membranes, and in the presence of potentially 100s
of carriers that might serve to transport drugs it is
very hard to obtain it

• In real, intact biomembranes, for drug transport,
“Phospholipid Bilayer diffusion Is Negligible” (PBIN)

• Think if your own data are consistent with this



Does CO2 cross intact cellular membranes by 
using a transporter?

BBA 1840, 1592-5 (2014)



Poor relationship between Caco-2 
permeability and log Ko/w (log P)

Corti et al. Eur J Pharm Sci 7, 354-362 (2006)

r2 = 0.097

THESE log P THEORIES OF DRUG UPTAKE
ARE BIOPHYSICAL, ‘LIPID-ONLY’ 

THEORIES



Imatinib distribution in mouse kidney
Römpp, A. et al. (2011). Anal Bioanal Chem 401, 65-73.



Tissue-selective expression of solute carrier molecules. Expression levels of SLC7A3 
(cationic amino acid transporter, y+ system) are high in oesophagus epithelial cells (A), 
low in liver bile duct cells (B), and moderate in glandular cells of the small intestine (C)

and in glandular cells of the duodenum (D). Antibody-based histochemical 
staining pictures taken with its permission from the Human Protein Atlas 

http://www.proteinatlas.org/tissue_profile.php?antibody_id=3629



Heterogeneous distributions of a drug in an organ can lead to a 
lack of efficacy while retaining the same gross PK/PD

(a) (b)

Total amount of drug in organ is the same, but in (b) it has efficacy 
in only a fraction of the cells (as it does not enter them all) and may exhibit 

toxicity (as it is more highly concentrated in some)

LACK OF EFFICACY

POTENTIAL TOXICITY



Need for an Open Access human 
metabolic network model

A ‘grand challenge’….



Herrgård et al., Nature Biotechnology 
26, 1155-60 (2008)



Human network, NBT 31, 419-425 (2013)

Predicts e.g. Inborn errors of metabolism, 
exometabolites, drug actions, cellular differences

Freely available at http://humanmetabolism.org/

7440 reactions (~1/3 transport), 5,063 metabolites, 2,626 unique metabolites



Recon 2.2

12, 109 (2016)



Two (of many) ramifications of a 
transporters-only view

• Successful (marketed) drugs will be 
more like endogenous (intermediary) 
metabolites

• But how do we tell which 
transporters are used by particular 
drugs?





10, 768-773 (2014)

< 1%



10, 768-773 (2014)

Note the negligible background activity



Drug-metabolite likenesses

11, 323-339 (2015)





Chlorpromazine Thiamine

DRUG-METABOLITE SIMILARITIES

ENCODE AS A STRING OF 1s and 0s
(VARIOUS ENCODINGS EXIST)

COMPARE STRINGS, COMMMONLY AS 
JACCARD/TANIMOTO DISTANCE OF 

SHARED BITS/ TOTAL BITS



Chlorpromazine Thiamine

0.485

(-)Riboflavin

0.33
0.50

DRUG-METABOLITE SIMILARITIES

MACCS 166 ENCODING



Recon2 metabolites vs Recon2 metabolites A



Marketed Drugs  vs Marketed Drugs B
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Cumulative Closest Tanimoto distance for different fingerprints
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TS=0.75



Rank Order of Layered_TS vs MACCS_TS B

Rank Order MACCS_TS
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Dextro-
amphetamine

Clodronate

Meth-
amphetamine

r2=0.38



Rank Order of RDKit_TS vs MACCS_TS C
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Pyrazinamide

Clofazimine

r2=0.16



ASum of rank orders vs range

Range (max – min) of rank orders
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endogenite-like

Reliably not endogenite-like

TS > 0.75-0.8

r2=0.087



Sum of ranks vs MACCS max_TS implies 0.75-0.8 cutoff
Sum of ranks

Max MACCS Tanimoto Similarity

~15% > 0.75



PNAS 102, 5256-5261 (2005)  

• OCTN1/ SLC22A4
• Supposedly carnitine/ TEA+
• Untargeted metabolomics assay
• Best substrate ergothioneine ~100x faster
• Proline betaine also a good substrate

• Implies natural products could be good 
substrates



Normalised MACCS rank order vs MACCS_TS full

MACCS nearest Tanimoto Similarity
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60% vs 15%!!!



But there is nothing magic about MACCS

Why not just choose the best one for each molecule?

We call this the TYPICAL encoding

Take Your Pick Improved Cheminformatic Analytical Likeness



Maximum rankwith TYPICAL encoding, 196k NPs

Maximum Tanimoto similarity

Maximum normalised rank

D



Distribution of maximum values of different encodings
Number        

AtomPair FeatMorgan MACCS                    Patterned                  Torsion
Avalon                      Layered                   Morgan                       RDKit 

RDKit Encoding



3,3ʹ-Dipropylthiadicarbocyanine  iodide (‘carbocyanine’ or diS-C3(5))
Excitation 640nm, Emission 675 ± 15nm Sybr Green

Ethidium bromide Propidium iodide Rhodamine 123

Some cationic dyes used in uptake studies



No dye
DacrA

DatpB

Fluorescent dye uptake into E. coli



WT

Mode 
fluorescence

Knockout list ordered by uptake

Y-genes in red
Influxers

Effluxers
• 35-fold variation
• Many y-gene importers
• 245 lower, 297 higher

Fluorescent dye uptake in E. coli KOs
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Conclusions
• The human metabolic network contains many transporters of 

unknown specificity, initially assumed to be for endogenites
• Much evidence shows that specific drugs do enter  cells by 

known carriers, and probably do so only via this route
• Carrier-mediated uptake is thus almost certainly the rule and 

not the exception, and makes drug and xenobiotic  transport a 
problem of systems biology

• This has considerable implications for the design of safe and 
efficacious drugs that behave at a SYSTEMS level

• Recent in silico (and some wet experimental) analyses imply 
that the main ‘natural’ substrates for ‘drug’ transporters are in 
fact dietary/medicinal natural products

• We thus need to develop systems pharmacology, esp including 
expression proteomics of transporters……
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